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UNIT 12



Dimensions and Methods of



SICKNESS AND PUBLICEvaluating Enterprises Performance ENTERPRISES AND TURNAROUND STRATEGIES



Objectives After going through this unit you should be able to:



• • •



Develop the concept of sickness; Know about the magnitude of sickness prevalent in India; Understand the remedial measures that prevent sickness.



Structure 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.6 12.7



Concept of Sickness Growth and Magnitude of Sickness Causes of Sickness Remedial Measures and Prevention of Sickness Summary Self Assessment Questions References and Further Readings



12.1



CONCEPT OF SICKNESS



Sickness is defined under Law-Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions Act, 1985 (SICA). According to this act a company is termed as sick, if; i)



it was registered for at least seven years;



ii)



it incurred cash losses for the current and the preceding year;



iii) its net worth was eroded. Initially only private companies were covered under this Act. But in 1991, public sector companies were also brought under the purview of the Act. The act was amended in 1994 and the criterion of cash losses for two successive years was eliminated. Firms only need to be registered for five years. A sick industrial unit redefined means a company registered for not less than five years and which has defaulted in payment on due dates of debts (including interest due) to any creditor for atleast four quarters, continuous or not, in a block of two consecutive financial years. It also requires the Board of Directors of any company to inform BIFR, if at the end of any financial year erosion of 50 per cent or more of its peak net worth has resulted during the immediately preceding four years. Basically sickness refers to continued sub-normal standards of performance eroding capital or denying return to the investors. The two questions which need to be addressed are; what is ‘continued’ and what is ‘normal standard’. One option is to define normalcy by an established benchmark. No universally applicable benchmarks are easily accessible or could be fruitfully applied to Indian conditions which were characterised for a long time by a regulated, protected, constrained framework. One could maintain that sub-normal performance, leads to a loss-making state, but one does not necessarily follow from the other. Moreover, loss generation does not capture sub-standard performance, in a specific area. Loss-making state of an enterprise is a cumulative result of several functions. 1
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12.2



GROWTH AND MAGNITUDE OF SICKNESS



Industrial sickness has grown in magnitude over the years. A large number of industrial units in the small-scale sector and non-small scale sector are affected by it. The small-scale sector accounts for 99 per cent of sick/weak units as on March 2001, its share in total bank credit outstanding was only 17-5 per cent. Table 12.1 : Magnitude of Industrial Sickness No. of Sick Units Year



Large and medium



Small



Total



1980



1401



23,149



24,550



1990



2269



2,18,828



2,21,097



1998



2476



2,21,536



2,24,012



1999



2792



3,06,221



3,09,013



2000



3164



3,04,235



3,07,399



2001



3317



2,49,630



2,52,947



Outstanding Bank Credit (Rs. in crore) 1980



1,502



306



1,809



1990



6,926



2,427



9,353



1998



11,825



3,857



15,682



1999



15,150



4,313



19,463



2000



19,047



4,608



23,656



2001



21,270



4,506



25,775



Source: Economic Survey, 2002-03



From the data on magnitude of sickness, one can draw the following conclusions (see Table 12.2):



• • • •



the total number of sick units increased more than 10 times in a span of 10 years; the increase in sickness of small sector units was very large as compared to large and medium enterprises; the outstanding bank credit of large and medium enterprises is higher than small units; there has been a decrease in number of small-sector sick units after 2000.



A large number of sick units project another serious problem. About 90 per cent of small sector sick units are non-viable. The extent of industrial sickness varies by sectors and across regions. In the category of large and medium sick units, textile and engineering industries accounted for about 27 per cent total credit outstanding (1998). Among the states, Maharashtra and West Bengal accounted for about 27.2 per cent of the total credit outstanding and 26.2 per cent of the number of total units in the category of large and medium sick units. To a large extent, this regional concentration of sickness corresponds with the historical pattern of industrialisation of India, also, these regions are characterised by the presence of industries in textiles, engineering goods and jute which happened to be the sectors afflicted with industrial sickness, especially in the category of large and medium sick industrial units. 2
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CAUSES OF SICKNESS
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The analysis of causes of sickness is very broad. The factors could be as varied as the problems of industrial management. The causes of sickness faced by public enterprises are often of the following two types:



• •



exogenous or external endogenous or internal



However, such classifications assume that the causes are known and what needs to be done is the action which again appears to be too obvious. But the fact is that the causes of sickness can be of very different kind. The discussion below will help understand some basic causes of sickness. In the classification of causes of sickness into exogenous and endogenous factors the different types of each group needs to be discussed. Some important exogenous causes of sickness are:



• • • • •



irregular availability of inputs; changes in demand of product; availability of credit to purchaser; irregular and less supply of power; changes in government policy relating to imports, exports, taxation, licensing etc.



Endogenous or internal causes of sickness can be listed as:



• • • • • • • • • • • •



faulty locational decision leading to lack of infrastructural facilities; absence of market analysis before finding out potential of their product; an unbalanced capital structure; underestimation of project cost; increasing operational cost may be due to increase in salary structure without increase in productivity; very low productivity level; lack of new and appropriate technology; entrepreneurial incompetence; management problems leading to faulty management decisions; labour problems like lock-outs, strikes and closure; no improvement in quality of product; lack of inadequate long term strategy.



To understand the causes of sickness as witnessed in public enterprises, sickness may be classified into five distinct types. The broad types of sickness based on different causes are:



• • • • •



Genetic sickness Structural sickness Operational sickness Policy-linked sickness Exogenous sickness. 3



Public Table Enterprise: 12.2 shows the different types of sickness, when they occur (time frame) and Performance their causes.and Evaluation Table 12.2 : Types of Sickness and Their Causes



Type



Time Frame



Basic Causes



Genetic



Historical



Varied-technological, economic or management related



Structural



Launch or Later



Decisions on locations, technology, product etc.



Operational



Any time



Management failure, lack of leadership, emergence of competition



Policy-linked Any time



Conditions imposed by policy decisions



Exogenous



Industry location specific, policy specific.



Any time, Unpredictable



Some enterprises are genetically sick. Among the public enterprises, there is a large number of cases of historic or genetic sickness. Several enterprises were taken over as sick from the private sector to prevent unemployment. Some corporates, outside the public sector are sick structurally. They represent some basic and serious deficiency in their conceptual visualisation. The structural sickness could be due to an uneconomic location, obsolete or inappropriate technology, over-capitalisation, faulty product mix or uneconomic size. Some enterprises become sick after some change in a basic parameter of operation. While it is true that every enterprise has to face change and manage change, some management’s respond to change feebly. Operational sickness could also occur because of management failures without the occurrence of any change. It could be a case of management fatigue or lack of leadership. Policy-linked sickness and sickness owing to exposure to change is fairly common. Exogenous sickness occurs due to any of the factors affecting the unit from outside.



12.4



REMEDIAL MEASURES AND PREVENTION OF SICKNESS



Consequences of Industrial Sickness: India is a developing country with surplus of labour. Industrial sickness, therefore, has many adverse impacts on the labour economy of our country. India has a limited opportunity for its surplus labour. Closure of sick units adds to the woes of unemployment. Since large units employ large number of labour, closure of such units, leads to unsatisfaction and unrest among the labour class. This may lead to strikes and increase trade unionism. An industrial unit often has close linkages with other related units. Therefore closure of an unit effects the linked units also. This adverse effect may take large proportions and can damage the economy of a country. Sickness is not healthy for the industrial environment of a country. Closure of units discourages other entrepreneurs to set up industrial units. It also causes harm to the investors who had invested large sum of money in that unit. Sickness and closure of industrial units also cause loss of resources which were utilised in setting up that unit. Since resources are scarce, this is a very harmful consequence of sickness. The loss caused to banks and financial institutions due to closure of sick units is quite obvious. The various consequences of sickness can now be summarised as follows:



• • 4



increase in unemployment; unhealthy industrial environment;



• • •



loss of resources; loss to investors, banks and financial institutions;
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unhealthy effect on entrepreneurs and related units;



Warning Signals of Sickness: To prevent sickness, it is necessary to identify the early symptoms which lead to sickness. These symptoms may be listed as:



• • • • • • •



increase in inventories – raw materials and finished goods; a firm operates below its break even point – volume of production or salaries not adequate to cover the fixed costs and variable cost; shortage of funds to meet short term obligations like salary to labour, purchase of raw materials, interest on loans, payment of tax etc.; decrease in net profit; unhealthy financial ratio; like debt- equity ratio and ratio of current assets to current liability less than 1:1 (1977) by adding section 72A. This section allows for grant of tax benefit to healthy units when they took over the sick units provision of margin money to sick units at soft terms scheme for grant of excise loan not exceeding 50 per cent of excise duty actually paid for 5 years;



Concessions by Banks and Financial Institutions: Various concessions were announced by banks and FIs for revival of sick enterprises.



• • • • • •



grant of additional working capital; recovery of interest at reduced rates; freezing of a part of out standing loan; setting of a special cell on sick units in the RBI to monitor the performance of sick unit to suggest corrective measure with regard to rehabilitation; setting of regional monitoring cells by RBI for better coordination between the banks, state government financial institutions; establishment of IRCI – Industrial Reconstruction Corporation of India with functions like – providing financial assistance, managerial and technical assistance, consultancy services etc.;



Establishment of BIFR –Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction: The government established the BIFR, Under the SICA Act of 1985. The Board has various power to tackle industrial sickness. The Board has the authority to enquire and determine the sickness of a company. It can give time to a sick company to make its net worth positive. It can also devise measures like change in management, reconstruction of share capital, sale of part or whole of the unit or merger with a healthy unit. BIFR can also direct banks and financial institutions to-not-to extend any financial assistance for a period of ten years if the Board finds that the sickness is due to a person or partner of a company. Goswami Committee on Industrial Sickness and Restructuring: The committee submitted its Report in 1993 with the following main elements;



• • •



It recommended a change in the definition of sickness to – default of 180 days or more on repayment to term lending institution and irregularities in cash credits or working capital for 180 days or more. To avoid delays in the BIFR process, the committee recommended that BIFR should use the winding up provision more frequently not only to expedite the sale of economically unviable firms. Financial institution could increase monitoring so that they could take corrective



5
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• • •



4.



of flow.



take over of the management of a sick undertaking with the clear understanding that the units will not be handed back to the same management; merger of the sick unit with a public sector undertaking could be considered; Amendment of Income Tax Act Remedial Measures: Public sector has long been considered a social obligation of the government. Thus the sickness of this sector was regarded as a social problem of our country. Cosequently various measures were taken by the government, banks and financial institutions to ruin sick enterprises. The various steps are discussed below.



Government Policy: The government made a policy statement on industrial sickness (1978) and laid down guidelines for various measures to deal with this policy and these measures are as follows:



• • • •



arrangements for monitoring and detecting industrial sickness early; administrative ministries in the government were given responsibility to coordinate action for revival and rehabilitation; setting up of five fast- track winding up tribunals and fine recovery tribunals at Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Delhi and Bangalore; giving choice of “voluntary reference” to BIFR instead of mandatory reference so that many cases could be speedily settled outside BIFR.



However the latest steps of Finance ministry are the repelling of the SICA – 1985. The immediate effect of that would be the winding up of BIFR. In its place a National Company Law tribunal will be set up. The role of this Tribunal will be to serve as a liquidator rather than a rehabilitator. Turnaround Strategies: Sick enterprises demand changes in their treatment and approach, revival and other strategies for sick enterprises range from simple management intervention like a change in leadership to complete restructuring, final closure or management transfer in case of public sector, the turnaround strategies which aim at course – correction are of the following types. Often more than one strategy is required to be used depending on the situation. Strategies of management interventions are:



• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6



Corporate planing HRD intervention (for skill development and attitudinal changes) TQM/IOS 9000/ 14000 certification Change in product mix Changes in marketing strategies Market and marketing research Delayering Downsizing Capital restructuring Cost reduction Benchmarking Participative management Transparent communication IT- based intergrated management such as ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning)



• • •



Recourse to domestic captive market Recourse to foreign capital market.
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Customer-orientation



Strategies of basic corporate management are:



• • • • • • •



Business process re-engineering Functional redesign and delayering Induction of new technology Strengthening the Boards through induction of professional Directors Reappraisal and change in operating strategies Streamlining corporate governance Change in corporate leadership



Strategies of corporate restructuring are:



• • • • • • •



Mergers or amalgamation Focus on competency and hence hiving off non-core areas Reappraisal and changes in strategic alliances Major expansion or diversification Forward or backward integration Establishing new strategic alliances Joint ventures



Strategies of governmental policy formulation are:



• • • • • • • • •



Redefining policies Laying down guidelines for performance Debottlenecking and streamlining Procedures Limiting points of ministerial intervention Designing information system and monitoring for governmental intervention Establishing sickness signals for governmental intervention Formulating policy governing revival and closure Setting norms of budgetary support and issue of guarantees Setting up norms for access to capital market and foreign markets



Ronald R. Dalesio (1998) has identified some “best practices” which in the public sector environment were overlooked in the past. Moreover they are always missing from sick enterprise. What was considered more important was growth in investment not real growth in output and value addition. Management initiatives were rather discouraged. Complacency and adherence to predetermined procedures was followed. Managers of today cannot ignore the “best practices” listed below though some of these are not directly measurable. These practices have to be followed and operationalised in an effective manner.



• • • •



Goal sharing Quality upgradation (in product or service) Worker satisfaction Decision-making quality
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• • • • • • • • • •



Information accessibility (horizontal and vertical) Reward system with sharing of value addition Dynamic HRD system Empowerment Communication systems Job enrichment Quality circles Self-managing work teams Attitudinal work change Technology adaptation and assimilation



The key to sickness prevention is to create competitive advantage. The PSEs did not have to bother much about competitive advantage because of the protected environment in the past. The creation and maintenance of competitive advantage demands focussed strategies. Each product and each market has its own competitive advantage which has to be explored and operationalised. The task before the public sector management in relation to sickness is to:



• •



Turnaround the reviable sick enterprises. Become proactive in preventing sickness.



Survival and revival strategy cannot be done without financial reconstruction. Units must have a financially viable debt – equity ratio. Most PEs in trouble want to convert their government loan capital to equity to avoid interest cost. However, this is not a healthy sign. There should be a mechanism by which restructuring of capital is taken up judiciously. Merger or joint venture option has been approved by the government in the past. The strategy is to revive these companies so that they would be able to support, but would be able to sustain on a long-term basis. Some public enterprises have made large effort in developing plans of revival. But many of them remained unimplemented due to lack of confidence lack of new approach and lack of authority. Such cases need the help of an external agency. This out – sourcing must be designed effectively with a time bound approach, quick evaluation and decision. One of the major causes of sickness is the over staffing in public enterprises. The strategy adopted to turnaround form this ailment is the adoption of VRS packages with high compensation. Public sector enterprises will not be able to survive besides their best effort and initiatives of government. They require a state of robust health with an optimal resource mix of capital, manpower, management, marketing and technology. A correct combination of these strategies is necessary for survival in this world of global competitiveness. Examples of Turnaround Strategies in India :



•



• 8



Vishakapatnam Steel plant made a comeback from being almost a BIFR case in 1998-99 to a profitable enterprise in 2002-03. The plant which took over 21 years to be commissioned since it was first conceived in 1971, faced many challenges from the world go. The slowdown in 1998 only made things worse. But a collective approach, a change in focus from result orientation to process orientation, innovative and customer concentric strategies, total employee involvement, technology upgradation and managing external environment helped the company tone up its bottom-line and top-line. Electronics Corporation of India is another turnaround story. Though it scored



Dimensions and Methods of several first by developing various complex products without any external Evaluating Enterprises technological help, it suffered the crisis of a slowdown due to globalisation and Performance economic liberalisation. Apart from the stress of competition which led to the company posting its first loss in six years in competition which led to the company posting its first loss in six years in 1997-98, the problem was accentuated when ECIL. Was named by the us Department of commerce for export embargoes on all items of US origin, a move followed by several western countries.



In the year, ECIL suffered a loss of Rs.60 crore and had to be reported to the BIFR. Since then a careful restructured turnaround strategy, encompassing employee motivation financial discipline, performance monitoring mechanism, business development through bidding and forging partnership even with competitors and improving technical base through relationship with universities, BARC and DRDO has paid rich dividends. The turnover of the company jumped four times since 1998-99 to touch Rs.1005 crore while profits that stood at Rs.150 crore have climbed to Rs.250crore. Activity List the major causes of sickness in public enterprises. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. .............................................................................................................................
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SUMMARY



The Sick Industrial Companies Act (SICA) were enacted in 1985 for identification of sick units. A sick unit has been defined as a unit registered for not less than five years and which has defaulted in payment on due dates of debts to any creditor for at least four quarters, continuous or not, in a block of two consecutive financial years. Causes of sickness can be grouped for simplicity as— exogenous and endogenous factors. Exogenous factors may be the irregular availability of inputs, changes in demand of product, less supply of raw materials etc. Similarly endogenous factors are unbalanced capital structure, increasing operational cost, lack of new technology and no improvement in quality of product. The main cause of sickness helps to identify four types of sickness genetic, structural, operational, policy linked and exogenous. Major consequences of industrial sickness are setback to employment, fear of industrial unrest, wastage of resources, adverse impact on related units, adverse effect on investors and entrepreneurs losses to banks and financial institutions etc. Various remedial measures have been taken by the government in the form of policy formulation and concessions. Banks and financial institutions have also given assistance in revival and reconstruction of sick units. Setting up of IRCI and BIFR are the steps in this direction. Some turnaround strategies for survival of sick public enterprises are management intervention, corporate restructuring joint venture 9



Public Enterprise: options, VRS package and developing competitive advantage. Sick unit survival lies Performance in an optimaland useEvaluation of capital, manpower, management, marketing and technology.
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SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS



1.



Define sickness. What are the reasons for the changing concept of sickness



2.



Industrial sickness is threat to a developing labor surplus economy. Justify.



3.



Discuss the main turnaround strategies followed for revival and reconstruction of sick enterprises.



4.



Do you agree that sickness can be prevented? What are the preventive steps?
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